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FROM THE CHAIR - CANADIAN NAVAL MEMORIAL TRUST
Commodore ret’d Bruce Belliveau
As we leave 2014 behind us we can reflect on a busy year for
the Trust. It started with the public unveiling of the design
concept for Battle of the Atlantic Place. This media event
generated an enthusiastic initial response and set in motion a
variety of activities aimed at public awareness, government
interest and fundraising. With respect to public awareness
many Trustees across the country gave briefings or provided
material to public events including the Royal Nova Scotia
International Tattoo VIP
lounge, a booth at the Canadian
Defence
Security
and
Aerospace Exhibition Atlantic,
and The Battle of the Atlantic
Gala Dinner held in Ottawa.
The Project Working Group
briefed the three federal party
Caucuses in Ottawa, the
Premier of NS, mayor of
Halifax and have been
following up with federal,
NOCTURNE 2015
provincial and municipal staffs,
including all 10 provinces and
3 territories. The Fundraising working Group have worked
with RBR Consulting on the fundraising strategy and RBR
recently provided a
report on a limited
feasibility study which
we are now reviewing to
determine our next steps
on this front. There is
still much work to do to
bring this project from
concept to reality.

membership drive which has resulted in many new lifetime
and annual Trustees in its first phase and we are now starting
Phase 2.
On return to the winter berth in Dockyard, our access to the
ship has been complicated by both new parking regulations
and the new security structure after the events in Ottawa and
St Jean sur Richelieu. The Base staff have been cooperating
in developing a solution, but
needless to say it has not been
the normal, nor will it in the
coming months. Stay tuned
for announcements on when
Friday lunches are scheduled
which we anticipate will be
once per month.
On Friday 5 December 2014
we hosted General ret’d Walt
Natynczyk, the new Deputy
Minister of Veterans Affairs,
for a brief on BOAP and to
lunch on board where he had the chance to meet many Trustees
and veterans, including representatives of the Merchant
Marine. He spoke to
most of those in
attendance, recounting
some of his experiences
in the Service and also
with the Canadian Space
Agency
prior
to
assuming his current
position on 3 November.
His comments to the
crowd were well
appreciated by all. The
next and last event of the
year was the annual
Christmas reception held
11 December 2014.

The Trust and HMCS
Sackville were front and
center during the Battle
of the Atlantic week
events with our concert,
held for the first time at
the Spatz theatre. For
whatever reason, turnout
2015 will start as busy as
was lower than in past so
2014 ended. We will
we will put a little more
negotiate a docking
effort into spreading the Veterans Affairs Deputy Minister Walt Natynczyk (left, front) meeting with Battle of the work period with the
word this year as the Atlantic veterans of the Merchant Navy in Sackville’s Mess.
Fleet
Maintenance
theater can hold almost
Facilty in the Dockyard.
double the old venue at Pier 21 and it would be great to see The Project work will continue with renewed vigour and
that large of a turnout. Sackville also sailed for Battle of the direction. Our membership drive will also continue as will a
Atlantic Sunday ceremonies off Point Pleasant Park, providing programme of awareness leading up to the Battle of the Atlantic
a superb backdrop to the ceremony ashore at the Sailor's week which will celebrate the 70th anniversary of the end of
Memorial.
World War II. In conjunction with this there will be a visit by
members of the Royal Naval Association in Londonderry,
We had a good summer season at the berth downtown with an Northern Ireland, part of reciprocal visits between our groups
increase in visitors over last year. The ship also took part in started in 2005. There is much work to do moving forward.
the the City of Halifax's annual evening of illuminated art Nocturne - which was particularly well received and well How can you help?
attended. Our membership committee embarked on a new

THE CAPTAIN’S CABIN
Lieutenant Commander ret’d Jim Reddy
In late October, with the able assistance of QHM tugs and a
part-ship team from HMCS Iroquois, Sackville was shifted
from our "summer" berth on the downtown Halifax waterfront
to our "winter" maintenance berth in the Navy Dockyard. We
had enjoyed a good four months in front of the Maritime
Museum of the Atlantic open to the public every day and
showing Canadians what it was like to serve at sea in the Battle
of the Atlantic. Our visitor numbers were up somewhat from
previous years and not surprisingly, an informal survey showed
that a majority of the waterfront visitors who came aboard
were from Ontario.

"operational zone". There are many issues to be worked here
including provision of heating steam, domestic water and
power. Recognizing the situation, the Navy is assisting us.
Looking to the future of the ship and noting that her
preservation is the raison d'etre of the Trust, we expect her to
be docked in 2015, either just before or after her summer
season. Her longstanding six-yearly docking cycle had
already been postponed by one year because of a synchrolift
availability delay so this one is especially important. In the
interim, a hull investigation was carried out by metallurgists
from Defence Research to contribute to the Battle of the
Atlantic Place work. Now, a comprehensive hull study is
underway by Navy surveyors to determine her hull state and
to develop the work package that will take place when she is
docked on the Navy synchrolift. Supporting and following
the survey procedures is a major task of the onboard team.
It continues to be a privilege to lead the onboard team in
maintaining the wartime corvette and showing her off to
Canadians and the many other waterfront visitors that come
our way. After another successful season of public operations,
it would be difficult to meaningfully report all the personal
encounters we have with veterans themselves and with their
children who come to see and understand what their parents,
grandparents and now great-grandparents accomplished when
our country was challenged. Many of those experiences are
reported in this and earlier editions of Action Stations.
Ultimately, we believe that our work in HMCS Sackville
contributes directly to the public understanding of what our
Navy means to this maritime nation.

Gordon Egelstead from Vancouver (right) visited the ship in late summer.
Gordon’s dad, the late Henry Martin Egelstead served in Sackville’s Engine Room from 1944 - 1945. Gordon enjoyed a visit to the ship’s machinery with our new electrician Reid Hall (L) and me, taking the opportunity
to oil the bearings and handle the throttle while below.

In the Dockyard, we have experienced a significant curtailment
in the routine access to the ship. This is the result of two new
developments. The first is the imposition of a nationally-driven
"pay for parking" policy that affects everyone working in CFB
Halifax. The second is a general Department of National
Defence (DND) restriction on Dockyard/Base access arising
from the recent tragic attacks on the soldiers in Ontario and
Quebec. Both policies have worked to constrain the normal
Trust volunteer traffic to the ship. Although perfectly
understandable, the practical result in Sackville has been a
reduction in the effectiveness of the volunteer effort onboard.
Additionally, the access issues have affected Mess activities.
Where we formerly enjoyed lunch meetings every Friday, we
now hold these monthly by way of a support and parking
arrangement with the nearby Reserve Unit, HMCS Scotian.
For these reasons, we've cancelled our New Year's Levee which
did rely on a special Dockyard Gate access privilege which
cannot exist under the new restrictions.
These challenging circumstances caused us to investigate other
winter berthing arrangements for the ship. One which holds
promise is the former Karlsen wharf now owned by DND, Our namesake Sea Cadet Corps Sackville visiting in November with tour
immediately south of the Dockyard and outside the guides Dennis May (left front) and Jim Reddy (right rear).
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT
Do you hear there?
We continue to work at establishing and maintaining contact
with a broad spectrum of people in the local community. An
example was the recent visit by several staff members of the
new and very modern Halifax Central Library on the corner
of Queen Street and Spring Garden Road. They enjoyed their
visit and lunch, and took away with them some books that we
donated to the new library for their History and Genealogy
section:
The Corvette Navy, by James B Lamb
My Battle of the Atlantic, by Donald A Bowman
In Peril on the Sea: The Royal Canadian Navy and the Battle
of the Atlantic, by Donald E Graves
HMCS Sackville 1941-1985, by Marc Milner
Tin Hats, Oilskins and Seaboots, by Latham B Jenson
First to Die: The First Canadian Navy Casualties in the First
World War, by Bryan Elson
(These books are also available from our Gift Shop.)
As you know Glenora Distillers International Limited has
joined together with the Canadian Naval Memorial Trust and
offers a commemorative bottling of an eighteen year old single
malt whisky in a tribute to HMCS Sackville. The bottling is
cask specific with the casks hand-selected by Glenora
ownership. The bottling is available to Trustees and the general
public from the Glenora Distillery. The price is $125 (tax
included) for a 750 ml bottle. For each bottle sold Glenora
donates $25 to the Trust. Anyone wishing to order can do so
by calling Glenora toll free at 1-800-839-0491, major credit
cards accepted. Shipping charges (if applicable) will be extra.
This effort on behalf of the Trust has already been successful
with almost $2000 being donated during 2014.

Volunteers: We need you! The urgent requirements are for
someone with retail experience (from the service or on Civvie
Street) for our gift shop and for a few people willing to help
plan and organize next spring's Battle of the Atlantic Concert.
We have a small team, but we need help - it doesn't happen by
itself! If you are interested, please send me an email or call
902-721-1206 during the forenoon.
Our Webmaster, Richard Wood, tells me that few Trustees
actually visit our web site. I hope that does not apply to you?
We go to considerable effort to provide you with information,
and that effort will increase. If you are wondering about where
Sackville is, what time an event onboard is being held, next
year’s Battle of the Atlantic events or AGM, some detail regarding naval history – go to our website and links first.
Donate-A-Car: You will note
a new logo under the Donate
Today button on the website
home page saying Donate-ACar Canada. This is the result
of a CNMT Trustee and Battle of the Atlantic Veteran living
in London, Ontario who decided to stop driving and wished
to donate the proceeds of the sale of his car to the Trust. Donate-A-Car is a business that facilitates the process so that the
Trust will receive about 85% of the profit from that sale, and
we issue a tax receipt to the donor. If you are thinking about
getting replacing a car, or you know of anyone who is interested in donating his/her car to some worthy organization,
please think about donating to the Trust.
Yours aye,
Doug Thomas, execdir@canadasnavalmemorial.ca

Glenora representatives
Jim Matheson (L) and Bob
Scott, purveyors of fine
whisky, at Sackville’s
Annual Christmas party.

Our 2015 naval heritage calendar is now for sale through the
gift shop, at CANEX outlets in Halifax, Ottawa, and
Esquimalt, and at Chapter stores in the Halifax/Dartmouth
area. We listened to what you thought of our first calendar,
and this one is a standard size, with room to write in
appointments, birthdays, etc. The calendar depicts some of
the significant ships and people who have played key roles
since the earliest days of the RCN. The price is $17, tax
included, so keep it in mind as a Christmas gift for friends
and relatives - and to yourself!

Doug Thomas, in his other role as Past-President of the Nova
Scotia Naval Association, is shown presenting the first-prize
cheque for $1000 to Lt (N) Jonathan Douglas, RCN, at the
NAC AGM Awards Ceremony on Friday 03 October in
Ottawa. Jonathan won the Canadian Naval Memorial Trust/
Oland Essay Competition for his entry titled "Beyond
Counter-Terrorism: The RCN and Canadian Interests in the
Indian Ocean. The ceremony, held in the Lord Elgin Hotel in
Ottawa, was also attended by Jonathan's wife Chelsea and
Captain (Navy) Maurice Aucoin, the RCN’s Director Naval
Strategic Management.
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CROSSED THE BAR
Peter S. Cox, who enlisted in the Royal Canadian Navy as a
boy seaman in 1937 died in Saanich, BC
Nov 1 at age 93. He served throughout
WWII in HMC Ships St. Laurent, Baddeck,
Sackville and Matane and following
hostilities served in Ontario, Fortune and
Cape Breton, with his last posting as skipper
of HMCS Oriole. Following retirement from
the Navy he was employed at HMC
Dockyard (auxiliary vessels), Esquimalt and
maintained a keen interest in sailing his 36-foot ‘Alioth’ in
the waters around Vancouver Island. He was a Life Member
of the Canadian Naval Memorial Trust. He was predeceased
by his wife Joan and sisters Peggy and Pauline; survivors
include sons Mike and Bob and brother Tony.
Shane Timothy (Tim) Hennessy, a chef and nutritionist with
East Gate Health centre, Kingston, ON died in October. He
was a son of the late Vice Admiral Ralph C. Hennessy and
Constance O’Neil Hennessy. Survivors include his wife Dore,
daughter Twyla, sister Diana, brothers Michael and Terence
and stepmother Diana.

Robert (Bob) Francis Murchie, a naval veteran of the Second
World War, died in Halifax Sept 24 at age
88. He was employed for 42 years with CIL
(Explosives Division) and Boyes
Explosives in sales/marketing positions
working with the highway construction and
mining industry in eastern Canada. He was
an active member of the Royal Canadian
Legion He was predeceased by his wife
Joan; survivors include daughters Sandie, Susan, Joanne and
Christine and sisters Margaret and Janet. In his memory,
donations may be made to the Canadian Naval Memorial Trust/
HMCS Sackville or to Bide-Awhile Animal Shelter,
Dartmouth.
Shirley Ann Nason, wife of Commodore (ret’d) Ken Nason
of Halifax-Caribou Harbour, Pictou
County, NS died in November at age 66.
She lived in a number of cities during her
husband’s naval career, including Toronto
where she was an active supporter of the
Canadian Forces College. She had a
lifelong interest in ballet and volunteered
for a number of community organizations
including the Heart and Stroke Foundation and Pier 21 in
Halifax. In addition to her husband, survivors include children
James, Matthew and Katherine, sisters Barbara and Judith and
brother Donald.

Sara Jane (Sally) Hodgson died Sept 19 in Dartmouth after
a lengthy illness. Born in New Glasgow, she
worked as a real estate agent and wrote for
the military family newspaper ‘Entre Nous.’
She is survived by her husband Commander
Mike Hodgson (ret'd), sons Peter and Rob, John (Jack) Robinson Price, a business operator with a wide
range of interests and hobbies, died in
several grandchildren, sister Judith Hazel
Windsor, NS Oct 11 at age 86. At an early
and brother Robert Arthur; she was
age he went to sea in the Gypsum King
predeceased by daughter Elizabeth Joanne.
and later operated Jack’s Autobody Shop
and Swimland. His home in Hants Border
Lieutenant Commander Cullis (Cully) Stanley Jardine
included a ‘ship’s cabin.’ He was a Life
Lancaster a veteran of the Battle of the Atlantic died in
Member of the Canadian Naval Memorial
Vancouver May 4 at age 94. Cully joined the RCNVR in
Saskatchewan in 1941, served in HMCS Trust. He was predeceased by his first wife Pauline, brothers
Moose Jaw, HMS Resolution and crewed Norman and Joseph and sisters Valerie and Elva; survivors
LCA 135 carrying troops to Juno Beach include his second wife Fran, brothers James and David, and
during the Normandy invasion in 1944. children Daniel, Philip, Judy, John, Stephen, Joseph, Paul,
Following hostilities he served in HMCS Rebekah.
Star, Hamilton and HMCS Discovery,
Vancouver; was an active member of the John E. Shumacher, who served at sea in war and peace died
in Halifax Dec 2, 2014. He served in the
Naval Association of Canada and a
RCN during the Second World War and
supporter of the CNMT. He is survived by his wife Cynthia,
the Korean War. Following retirement
daughter Lisa and son Mark.
from the Navy he began his second career
with the Royal Constabulary in England.
William James (Bill) Morrison, a Life Member of the
He later returned to Canada where he
Canadian Naval Memorial Trust, died in
served in the Canadian Coast Guard for
London, Ontario September 29 at age 88.
16 years, his last posting was as a marine
He was employed for more than 30 years by
controller at the Joint Rescue
GSW/Camco. Bill enjoyed many years of
Coordination Centre, Halifax. He was a
boating and fishing and lived at the marina
on Lake Huron with his beloved wife member of the Canadian Naval Memorial Trust (CNMT),
Marjorie (Toots) before moving to London lectured on the Battle of the Atlantic and served as a guide in
to live out their retirement. He was HMCS Sackville. Survivors include his wife Mary and children
predeceased by his wife Marjorie, sister Irene and brother Lawrence, Jacqueline, Harriette, Catherine, John Edward and
George; survivors include sons Scott (Connie) and Jim. June. Donations to the CNMT/HMCS Sackville would be
Donations in his memory may be made to the CNMT or a appreciated.
charity of choice.
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LET THE BELLS RING
Rear-Admiral John Newton, Commander Joint Task Force Atlantic
and Maritime Forces Atlantic

Aftermath of Halifax explosion looking south, 6 December 1917
National Archives.

At the remembrance ceremony atop Fort Needham, the pealing
bells, minute of silence and moaning ships' horns created the
solemn atmosphere conducive to remembering the great
tragedy of the Halifax Explosion. The gathered crowd silently
reflected on the sacrifice of the citizens of Halifax on the 6th
December, 1917. No other city in North America was touched
by the war as was Halifax - thousands perished and tens of
thousands more were maimed, ensuring that our city’s
maritime tragedy would be etched in memory forever. I
imagined that bells did survive the destruction and fires, bells
called parishioners to organize and rebuild, and bells tolled
the funerals for citizens and lost sailors of the fledgling Royal
Canadian Navy.
Indeed, bells are powerful symbols of naval service. They grace
our ships and are employed in functional and ceremonial
duties. Ninety-seven years ago, aboard HMCS Niobe and other
ships in harbour, “two bells” were about to be sounded to mark
the end of the first hour of the forenoon watch when the illfated ships, Imo and Mont Blanc, collided. For scores of sailors
that day the bells marking their daily routine were silenced by
death.
A few days before the memorial service, I was hosted by the
United States Coast Guard in Norfolk, VA. In company with a
United States Navy delegation, we were reaffirming the basics
of collaboration should our nations have to face apocalyptic
scenarios such as the Halifax Explosion or Hurricane Katrina.
I took note of the many bells mounted throughout the naval
and coast guard establishments; symbols of America’s own
great maritime history. On the bridge of an active cutter I noted
a bell mounted next to the public address system, an instrument
still used to mark the changes of the watches every four hours.
These past two years, the Royal Canadian Navy has partnered
with Parks Canada and the Canadian Coast Guard. Perfecting
our competencies in northern operations, we were excited to
be involved in the search for the lost ships of the Franklin
Expedition, discovery of HMS Erebus and recovery of the
ship’s bell. This nautical icon once marked the change of the
watches for the sailors of the expedition, warned them of
approaching danger, acted as a summons to recall them during
fog and snow, and called them on deck to be addressed by
their commander. Today, this bell is an important touchstone
for sailors who push the limits of endurance, capability and
courage in a voyage of discovery and sovereignty that
continues to this day.

In Halifax, the bells from many of the ships that have served
the Royal Canadian Navy are reverently displayed at the Naval
Museum of Halifax. HMCS Niobe’s grand bell is displayed
prominently at the Maritime Museum of the Atlantic, a
reminder of the birth of our navy in 1910. Annually, we
remember our losses in the Battle of the Atlantic by striking a
bell once for each of the 24 ships sunk in this epic struggle
and the 1700 brave sailors who paid the ultimate sacrifice.
Just off Halifax, the bell of HMCS Esquimalt, the last ship of
the navy to be lost in World War II awaits discovery.
Today in the Mediterranean Sea, HMCS Toronto patrols as
part of the NATO Reassurance mission. Her bell perpetuates
the unique traditions of our service. Daily in harbour, eight
bells are sounded as the naval ensign and national flag are
hoisted aloft, a reminder that we all serve our country. On the
interior surface of the bell are engraved dozens of names of
children who have been baptized aboard ship, a ceremony in
which the up-turned bell acts as the baptismal font. It is a
tradition that relates the ship to its crew, highlights the
spirituality that all sailors feel in their service at sea, and ties
them to the naval traditions that span centuries. This Christmas
as Canadians reflect with family and friends and enjoy the
precious peace and security of our communities, let us
remember the crewmembers deployed in distant waters aboard
HMCS Toronto. As bells ring out from our ships and belfries
this Christmas, or hang as ornaments from yuletide trees,
perhaps their sounds and imagery will lead our thoughts to
the service that our sailors render today, the value of the Royal
Canadian Navy to our country, and the essential importance
of maritime affairs to Canada’s history, fortunes and future.

HMCS Toronto’s above water warfare section in the
Mediterranean.
©2014 DND-MDN CANADA
Photo: MS/Matc Peter Reed, Formation Imaging
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FIRST ENCOUNTERS
George Borgal
Aksel Ongre

Of the men that joined the Royal Canadian Navy in 1939 to
serve in the Battle of the Atlantic, the vast majority were in
their late teens or early twenties and came from the land. Those
with any experience of living and working in a ship would
have been few in number - most had none. Of these, hardly
any would have had any understanding of the conditions of
the anti-submarine or surface warfare they were to endure for
the next several years. That would soon change with the
intensifying reality of North Atlantic convoy operations, and
the experience and knowledge so gained in these early years
created the core competency upon which a rapidly maturing
RCN would develop into the third largest Allied navy by war's
end.
Operational maturity did not come easily or without pain. With
the RCN growing as quickly as possible to meet the challenge
of expanding fleet requirements, new ordinary seaman and acting
sub-lieutenants continued to be just as young and green as were
their predecessors. The navy was focused on the overriding
necessity of providing new and replacement crews as quickly
as possible. Little time was available for much more than basic
training, and practical experience tended to be gained on-thejob at sea.

Recruits at RCN Gunnery School, 1940
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For each sailor there was a first encounter with the enemy or
their victims that brought home in a very personal way the
threatening finality of war at sea. This was particularly so in
convoy warfare. No matter how numerous the convoy and
its escort, once in a lifeboat or the water, the survivors view
was limited to a very small horizon and the North Atlantic
immediately became a huge, cold and uncaring adversary.
They could only hope for a ship able to rescue them before
exposure to the elements determined a more tragic outcome.
This is the story of one such encounter, involving a destroyer,
two merchant ships, one submarine, and two men who may
have seen each other without knowing it - the story behind
this edition's cover picture.

CONVOY OB 229
The OB convoys ran from September 7, 1939, to July 21,
1941, departing from Liverpool and catering to transatlantic
vessels destined for North and South American ports, or via
the South Atlantic towards Freetown, the Cape and beyond.
With French naval bases in German hands, these convoys
were routed north of Ireland. In October 1940 the limit for
the accompanying escorts was 18 o-20 o W, where the
westbound escorts would assume escort duties for eastbound
convoys from Halifax to British ports.
Convoy OB 229 departed Liverpool 15th October, consisting
of 30 merchant ships escorted by three destroyers, two
corvettes, and two anti-submarine trawlers. One of these 30
ships was the Norwegian SS Cubano, with a crew of 32, sailing
in ballast from Liverpool bound for Montreal. Another was
SS Sulaco, a British combined fruit and passenger steamer in
ballast for Freetown or Nigeria via the US, with 66 crew and
passengers on board. She had sailed from Milford Haven a
day earlier to join the convoy off Liverpool. The escort

about 10 minutes and no boats were successfully launched.
One survivor witnessed the port forward lifeboat being
capsized by the sea while being lowered, and had to jump
overboard to swim clear. When he turned round to look, "the
ship's bows were right up in the air". He found a small raft to
U-124, a German Type IXB U-boat, had been commissioned which one other survivor clung, but who shortly let go of the
in June, 1940. With a speed of 18.2 knots surfaced, and 7.3 raft having been overcome by cold and exhaustion.
knots submerged, U-boats at this early stage of the war
benefited from considerable tactical advantages in terms of About 45 minutes later, Cubano was torpedoed amidships,
speed and covertness to position themselves under cover of killing the two on watch in the engine room. The port lifeboats
darkness for attacks by torpedo or deck gun. On 5th October were destroyed, but with the ship settled slowly the starboard
U-124 started a North-Atlantic patrol heading west from boats could be lowered. These were able to carry all remaining
survivors. The captain, the last to abandon the ship, fell into
Lorient, France, towards the Western Atlantic.
the oil-covered sea and was pulled into one of the two boats.
HMCS Saguenay, had been ordered as additions to the RN 'A' The boats then pulled away, keeping the ship in sight during
Class, commissioning in 1931. She, and her sister ship Skeena, the night as the wind and seas increased in force.
were the first warships purposefully built for the RCN,
modified to meet Canadian specifications. She had a specially With the convoy now fully alerted, U-124 moved to attack a
strengthened bow for working in ice in northern waters, special third merchant ship still in sight while the opportunity was
ballast specifications so that she should not capsize from a still available. A half an hour later, she launched three
buildup of ice on the superstructure, steam domestic heating torpedoes in succession, all of which missed. U-124 then
and water coolers for the crew. At noon on 16th October, departed to the North East with the wind increasing and
Saguenay left Halifax setting course for Greenock, Scotland visibility deteriorating, returning to France 13th November,
and work-ups, having been transferred from the local convoy having sunk five merchant vessels on this patrol.
escort force to add to the RCN convoy escort strength on the
Atlantic run. Passing Cape Race, she shaped a great circle At daybreak on the 20th Cubano's lifeboats rowed back to
course to pass north of Rockall, experiencing headwinds for their ship, which was observed to be badly down by the head.
They could not get aboard for fear of damaging their boats
the next two days in gale force winds.
but, while lying off the ship, cries were heard. The boats
pulled in their direction and found one man clinging to a raft,
the sole survivor from Sulaco. The boats searched for more
survivors but without success.
accompanied the convoy until the warships were redeployed
at dusk on the 18th to escort the east going convoy HX 79,
which had been heavily attacked with a loss of 12 from 50
ships, with 79 killed.

HMCS Saguenay’ s reinforced bow evident in this photo of the ship transiting
the Panama Canal, 1938

They sailed the rest of the day and the following night in
rough showery weather with rain and sleet, keeping contact
with each other during the night using signal lamps. Their
course was to the S and SSE, subject to maintaining as steady
a helm as possible in the gale force wind. On the morning of
21st October the wind abated, and an approaching destroyer
was observed.

U-124 first observed Convoy OB 229 on the evening of the
18th and planned to attack its north side, but lost visual contact.
On the 19th, the Convoy Commodore signaled to all ships to
steer 270o until they reached 25o W, where the convoy would
be dissolved, each ship ordered to then continue individually
to its destination.
About midnight on the 19th/20th, during OB 229's westward
transit, U-124 found herself in the midst of the convoy in
moderating weather conditions on a clear moonlit night with
the added assistance of the northern lights. The convoy was U-124 returning to port with victory pennants flying. Each pennant
widely spaced but three ships were in sight, steering 290 at 12 represents a ship sunk together with its tonnage.
At 0930 on the 21th October, when in position 57.00 N, 24.00
knots.
W, Saguenay sighted two boats under sail. From them were
Reconstructing the night attack from U-124's war diary and rescued the 31 survivors of the SS Cubano and the SS Sulaco
the proceedings of the enquiry held in Glasgow 06 November, - from both ships, 67 men were lost.
the following sequence seems most probable. Around the
middle of the night of the 19th/20th, U-124 struck Sulaco with On the 23rd October HMCS Saguenay arrived in Greenock,
a torpedo in her port beam. The ship sank very quickly in Scotland, landed the survivors, and began work-ups.
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Postscript
The story behind the picture is not just about the tragic
circumstances of convoy warfare - it's also a story
connecting the fathers of both authors. One of these,
George Borgal, was then 19, an able seaman in Saguenay,
and on his first trans-Atlantic voyage of many to be taken
during the war. The cover image is from a collection of
pictures he had kept from the war years, and he is seen
looking down over the guardrail at the two lifeboats. Aksel
Ongre's father, Rolf Hansen, was 3rd engineer in Cubano.
He survived the sinking and was in one of the lifeboats,
although probably already on board Saguenay at the
moment the picture was taken. Although both would have
seen each other, and may even have spoken to each other,
neither left any record of this. A chance e-mail enquiry
from Aksel some 70 years later concerning Saguenay's
recovery of Cubano's survivors connected the two authors

and led to research uncovering the story of Convoy OB 229,
their fathers' involvement, and the significance of the image.

One of two of SS Cubano’s lifeboats coming alongside Saguenay.

CHIPPING ICE TO SAVE THE SHIP

Using the voice pipe I called the captain, the late Lieutenant
Robert (Bob) Douty and expressed my concern He came up
Lou Howard, MID, RCNVR
to the bridge immediately, surveyed the situation and called
On February 9, 1945, the Bangor Class minesweeper HMCS for the First Lieutenant (1stLt), the late Lieutenant Morris
Sarnia was in Boston after a rough passage from St. John's Shonfield. They discussed the situation and using the PA
bringing back several empty tankers. On February 10, a foot system, piped all off duty seamen to be prepared to chip ice.
of snow fell on Boston and really tied things up as far as reprovisioning our ship was concerned. Nevertheless we got
the job done and the following day we set sail to take up the
'sugar position' at the rear of a convoy. We were headed for
WESTOMP (Western Ocean Meeting Point ) off St John's,
and sailing north east with four loaded tankers and a bulk
carrier. The convoy escort included two US Navy escorts as
well as Sarnia.
Chipping ice on a rolling ship is a dangerous job. Crew
members are issued with clamp-ons for sea boots, axes,
baseball bats or something equally heavy for chipping and
tethered. I remained as officer-of-the-watch while the captain
and the 1stLt organized the chipping party. We advised the
convoy commodore of our problem, reduced speed and headed
into the wind. Carrying out the wartime zig zag pattern was
impossible and we were not much use as a naval escort vessel.
Chipping went on until mid afternoon. When I arrived back
on the bridge at 2000 to start my watch, the wind had abated,
the spray had stopped flying but the temperature was very
cold. The ship was sluggish but livelier than before.
The Flower Class Corvette HMCS Brantford alongside in an“east coast
port”. Brantford served in the Western Local Escort Force from July 1942
- June 1944 followed by a short stint with the Mid-Ocean Escort Force
escort group .

We got to WESTOMP, handed off our tankers and bulk carrier
and were relieved of our escort duties. We were directed to
return to Halifax alone. When we arrived back in Halifax on
A storm came up with high winds and seas, with snow and February 14, the press took photos of the thick ice still on the
spray freezing on our bulkheads. My bridge watch that day parts of our bulkhead that could not be reached earlier.
was 0800 - 1200 and 2000 - 2400. By 1000 the ship's roll
indicator showed we were rolling 35 degrees to one side, I determined then that when the war was finally over with Sarnia
slowly righting up and then going 35 degrees to the other tied up and I was discharged, I would never go back to sea
side. The windows of the bridge were coated in ice. I was again especially in winter. I kept that promise in spite of my
very uneasy and watching every recovery, as were others in wife wanting to cruise, and I always found a legitimate excuse
the ship. Ships have been known to founder from the weight not to go. Eventually I gave in, and we went on a Caribbean
Cruise in the biggest cruise ship I could find.
of ice on their bulkheads.
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BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC - RCAF EVOLVEMENT
1942 EAST COAST OPERATIONS
Lieutenant Colonel ret’d Mike Black, Past Commanding Officer, 404 Squadron and
Lieutenant Colonel ret’d Bart Konings, Past Commanding Officer, 407 Squadron

Hawker Hurricane XII pilots of No.125(F) Squadron, Royal Canadian Air Force, Torbay Air Base, Newfoundland, 2 October 1942. During peak
war years, the RCAF stationed more than 2,000 men at the base. Library and Archives Canada (PA-133271)

At the beginning of 1942, there were an insufficient number
of capable aircraft and manpower to man the Eastern Air
Command (EAC) squadrons required, to meet the primary
task of providing convoy escort to and from the West Ocean
Meeting Point (WOMP) for the Atlantic Convoys. With the
exception of the Canso, EAC aircraft did not have sufficient
range to provide adequate air cover for convoy escort much
beyond the WOMP. Although the Canso had a range of 2500
miles, its slow airspeed combined with the prevailing westerly
winds and the weather requirement for an alternate airdrome
in Nova Scotia, resulted in an effective range of barely 750
miles

Unlike aircrew in RAF Coastal Command, EAC aircrew did
not have an all-inclusive Operational Training Unit where
aircrew were trained in all facets of ASW operations before
being posted to Squadrons. Training was more of an "on the
job" type, resulting in most being poorly trained. Moreover,
the detection equipment was limited to the eyesight of the
crew and the weapons incapable of destroying a German
submarine.

After the United States had entered the war in December of
1941, the RCAF was faced with meeting the additional threats
to the US Eastern Seaboard by the German "Paukenschlag"
operation, which extended from the East coast of Nova Scotia
to the Gulf of Mexico. The U-Boat increase in numbers in
the Western Atlantic and the Newfoundland Banks as well as
the requirement to meet the needs of Western Air Command
would test the limits of the EAC capabilities and resources in
the Battle of the St Lawrence.
The Operational strength of the EAC on the 1st of January,
1942 consisted of 11 ASW Squadrons. Five squadrons, that
could have said to be operational were based in Newfoundland
with some squadrons having to be reinforced with detachments
from those based in Nova Scotia. These squadrons and
squadron detachments were based at Torbay and Gander with
an anchorage for flying boats and amphibians at Botswood.
Aircrew at these bases along with those at Yarmouth, NS were
responsible for patrolling and escorting convoys in the North
Atlantic east of Newfoundland and south of Nova Scotia.
Hudson, Ventura and Digby land based aircraft were utilized
along with the Catalinas and Cansos, the latter aircraft having
the longest range. Similar aircraft were used by squadrons Canso crew serving on maritime patrols along the Atlantic seaboard.
National Defence Image Library, PL 16700
based in Dartmouth and Sydney who were responsible for
patrolling the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
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The limited capability of EAC crews became obvious with
the increased sinking of ships in EAC's area of responsibility.
In February, U-96 under command of Kapitanleutnant
Lehmann-Willbrock, sank four merchants in quick succession,
one within fifteen miles of the Halifax harbour. Although this
U-boat was subsequently detected, an aircraft attack was not
successful. Later in his patrol, Lehmann-Willenbrock was
attacked by a Hudson from 11 (BR) Squadron and later by a
Canso from 5 (BR) Sqn. Neither attack was successful and
the U-boat managed to sink another ship before heading back
to St Nazaire.

year. Although air patrols increased during this period, Uboat Captains' logs of their patrols reviewed after the war
indicate that they realized that air attacks were not very
effective in delivering a lethal blow.
While poor training and ineffective weapons played a role in
EAC's ability to sink submarines, it must be realized the huge
area of responsibility that the aircrews had to cover. As well,
the weather that year was worse than most. Poor weather not
only reduced the chances of submarine detection, it reduced
the effective range of the aircraft because of the requirement
to retain sufficient fuel to divert to an alternate airfield. Also,
the necessity for radio silence did not allow ships in the convoy
to broadcast the local weather conditions, However, a unique
weather broadcasting method was devised.
As discovered in the Yarmouth Museum Archives, EAC at
the Yarmouth airport had established a Meteorological Fight
or "Met Flight". Crews from this flight would take off daily
RCAF 111 (f) Squadron, Patricia Bay, British Columbia,
in one
their Canso aircraft and fly to their maximum possible
March
3, of
1942.
range and broadcast the weather back to base. The aircrew
would fly from 100 feet to 10,000 feet, checking the weather
conditions at each one thousand foot level. The direction of
flight was provided at briefing and usually was where the worst
weather was anticipated. It should be noted that EAC flew to
lower limits than Coastal Command aircrew, sometimes taking
off with zero visibility conditions.

Hudson on North Atlantic convoy patrol.

The Americans were having similar problems with U-boat
successes in convoys they were supporting. Eight ships were
sunk in ONS 67, a convoy of 45 ships they were escorting
toward Cape Race during the same month. However, it was
the American airmen flying out of Argentia who had the first
success in sinking U-boats in waters off North America. US
Navy aircrew flying Hudsons managed the first kill on 1 March
followed by another success on the 15th.
Consolidated Canso 9798 of 160 (BR) Squadron.LAC, PA-070818.

Although EAC aircraft were not being fitted with some of the
technological advances adopted by RAF Coastal Command
aircraft such as the Leigh Light and the 10 cm ASV radar.
RCN and EAC coordination improved and intelligence was
beginning to be shared. Some of the EAC Squadron
Commanders were adopting the patrol altitudes of 3,000 feet
and were painting the underside of the aircraft white, both
ideas coming from briefings by RAF Coastal Command
aircrew. Crews were gaining experience in anti-U-Boat
operations and improved depth charges were provided. These
advances resulted in the first U-boat kill by EAC followed by
more successes as the months followed.
Survivors from torpedoed merchant ships Empire Moonbeam and Hektoria
aboard HMCS Arvida, 15 September 1942. In total 137 merchant seaman
were resuced by the Arvida.

On July 31, 1942, S/L N.E. Small, receiving "hot" DF
information, spotted a U-boat on the surface while patrolling
south east of Yarmouth. He attacked U-754, commanded by
In the months that followed, merchant sinkings increased to Kapitanleutnant (Kptlt) Hans Oesterman, with a stick of depth
unacceptable levels as U-boats roamed the western Atlantic bombs from his Hudson aircraft of 113 Squadron. After
virtually unscathed and numbered 95 boats by the end of the orbiting the attack site, it was not long before an explosion
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occurred below the surface and a large oil slick was observed.
This was EAC's first successful U-boat sinking. Aircrew from
113 Squadron also attacked U-132, U-458 and U-89 in the
first part of August but did not manage to sink them.
The second U-boat sinking by EAC occurred on the 30th of
October. F/O E.L. Robinson in a Hudson of 145 Squadron
was almost at the limit of his aircraft range, 290 miles northeast of Torbay, when he spotted U-658, commanded by Kptlt
Hans Senkel. From an altitude of 2,000 feet, Robinson dived
toward the submarine, managed to release his depth bombs
and achieved a perfect bracket across the surfaced boat. The
explosion raised the sub out of the water before sinking. An
oil slick with bubbles was subsequently observed. Sadly, F/O
EL Robinson (pictured on the right) was killed on a training
flight in a Ventura aircraft in October, 1943, along with
Commanding Officer of the Squadron, S/L Dick Lee, who
was the uncle of one of the authors of this article, Mike Black.
The third sinking of a submarine by EAC occurred on the
same day, October 30th. Returning from a convoy patrol, F/L
D.L Raynes in a Digby of 10 Squadron, spotted U-520,
commanded by Kptlt Volmar Schwartzkopa, while only 100
miles east of St. John’s. Again at the higher patrolling altitudes
suggested by RAF Coastal Command, Raynes attacked in a

Flying Officer E. L. Robinson and his crew of No. 145 (BR) Squadron,
RCAF, indicating the location where they sank U-658 , 30 October, 1942.
Collections Canada, PA-136271.

descent from 3000 feet. Again the crew observed air bubbles
and quantities of oil come to the surface to confirm their kill.’
Without a doubt these U-boat sinkings improved the morale of
EAC crews. Improved communication with the RCN, improved
tactics and the introduction of technical advances in detection
and weapons also aided EAC aircrew being able to turn the tide
of submarine successes in the following years.

A BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC CHRISTMAS AT SEA
Commander (ret’d) George Borgal
Although the convoy years were tough on ships, they were
especially hard on the men that crewed them. The safe
monotony of long periods of routine was underscored by
apprehension for sudden adverse weather or enemy action.
Relief was found where it could be, and sailors are famously
inventive in finding diversion from daily anxiety whenever
possible, as in the celebration of important aspects of everyday
life in the informality of the messdeck, Birthdays, promotions
and personal or group achievements were typical examples,
but being able to celebrate Christmas at sea was one of the
more important. No matter
where his ship was, or what it
was doing, every sailor could
make a spiritual connection to
families sharing the same
moment, and could experience
in his own way a link to
normal home life. Special
meals would be prepared from
what was available or brought
on board, and shared in a mess
decorated as much as possible
to reflect a happier time of Christmas onboard HMCS Saguenay
family celebration. In a real
sense, messmates who depended on each other for support
and survival on a day-to-day basis became the next thing to
family, and the means through which values of comfort and
humanity were shared, and a common purpose reinforced.
Circumstances allowing, such a scene was repeated annually
throughout the war in all ships, whether friend or foe, and
indeed continues as a tradition today although without the
constant need to be immediately ready for enemy action and

its consequences. One ship's experience from 1941 the Battle
of the Atlantic is a poignant case in point. The ship is HMCS
Saguenay and the operational year had begun in April once a
new bow had been built in Barrow-on-Furness to replace the
one lost when torpedoed by the Italian submarine ARGO the
previous December. The year was spent escorting convoys
ten times across the Atlantic with only a few days between
each for repair, reprovision and crew replacement. Each trip
was a voyage of tension, fatigue and uncertainty. Whereas
the previous Christmas had been spent in England filling bomb
craters and providing such homeland support as a group of
sailors could, the Christmas of 1941 was at sea escorting slow
convoy SC 060 part way from
Sydney to Liverpool. The
escort started on 18 December
and completed on the 27th,
fortunately without loss or
incident on this occasion. With
the weather more or less
cooperating, Christmas was
duly celebrated within messes
and decorations created from
metal foil, balloons and
whatever else was readily at
hand. For a time the war-at-sea
could be put to the back of the
mind, and wishes were made for the next convoy to be as
uneventful. It was not to be. The very next trip - a January
convoy from Iceland to Halifax - encountered one of the most
severe Atlantic storms of the war, pounding Saguenay so
severely that the crew feared the ship would founder. Heavily
damaged, Saguenay limped into St John's in mid-January,
stripped of much upper deck equipment and with injuries but
no loss of life, it would take a further 3 months to make her
seaworthy again.
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VC Attack by Graham Wragg

FLIGHT LIEUTENANT DAVID HORNELL, VC
Colonel (ret’d) Ernest Cable, OMM, CD
Courtesy of the Shearwater Aviation Museum
Flight Lieutenant (F/L) David Ernest Hornell was a member
of Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) 162 Bomber
Reconnaissance (BR) Squadron. The squadron was formed in
Yarmouth N.S. in May 1942 and subsequently resided at RCAF
Station Dartmouth N.S. from October 1943 to January 1944
where it flew PBY-5A Canso aircraft. As part of the RCAF's
contribution to closing the "Mid-Atlantic Gap", 162 Squadron
was transferred to Reykjavik, Iceland. The "Gap" was an area
south of Iceland and Greenland where German submarines
were out of range of patrol aircraft based in Newfoundland
and Great Britain and were able to ravage convoys without
fear of attack from the air. From Reykjavik the squadron was
able to fly convoy escort and anti-submarine patrols to protect
North Atlantic convoys in the previously unreachable "Gap"
and became Canada's most successful anti-submarine squadron
in World War II.

Groundcrew servicing Canso A aircraft 9739 of No.162 Squadron,
RCAF in Reykjavik, Iceland, LAC (e005176199).

flames spreading along the wing endangered the fuel tanks.
The Canso was vibrating so violently that it was difficult to
control. With nearsuperhuman strength, and only one engine,
In May and June 1944 Hornell's crew was one of several from Hornell descended to 50 feet and released his stick of four
162 Squadron to be forward based from Reykjavik to Wick, depth charges in a perfect straddle. The bow of U-1225 was
Scotland to protect Allied D-Day invasion fleets crossing the lifted out of the water and sank.
English Channel from attack by German submarines
approaching from the North Sea.
At this stage, the starboard wing was completely engulfed in
flames and the aircraft was vibrating violently. The engine
Flying in Canso 9754 on patrol from Wick on 24 June, Flight then separated from the wing and fell away, making the Canso
Sergeant Bodnoff , a wireless air gunner on Hornell's crew, virtually uncontrollable. With incredible skill and
spotted German submarine U-1225 on the surface at 6300N determination, Hornell managed to gain altitude, turn the
0050W. Hornell immediately turned to attack. The submarine blazing aircraft into wind and execute a near perfect ditching
opened with anti-aircraft fire which was fierce and accurate. into 12 foot (4 meter) waves. Miraculously, none of the crew
Two large holes were torn in the starboard wing, the engine was injured.
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The ordeal by fire now became an ordeal by water during the
next 20 hours. The eight crew members scrambled out of the
burning and rapidly sinking aircraft and deployed two fourman dinghies. Only one of the two dinghies inflated and the
crew was forced to take turns in the brutally cold water to
prevent the dinghy from swamping. In spite of this adversity,
Hornell kept his crew's spirits high. After four hours in the
water they were spotted by a Norwegian Catalina returning
from patrol; a distress call was made and a rescue launch was
dispatched from the Shetland Islands at least 10 hours away.
During the night a storm caused the wind to increase from 20
to 30 knots and the waves grew from 18 to 25 feet (6 to 8
meters). The crew ached with the cold and sleep but Hornell
remained a source of strength and inspiration.
After 14 hours on the sea the weather worsened with 50 knot
winds and 40 foot (13 meter) waves. All were severely seasick,
then the dinghy overturned but somehow they righted their
small craft and pulled each other back in. After circling for 12
hours, the Catalina had to leave, as fuel was dangerously low.
It was replaced by a RAF Warwick search and rescue aircraft
that dropped a lifeboat by parachute, but it was swept away
by the high winds. Hornell attempted to swim after the boat
but was restrained by the crew who realized it would be suicidal
in his weakened condition. Later, Sergeant Scott, first flight
engineer, then Flight Sergeant St. Laurent, second flight
engineer, succumbed to the bitter cold and their bodies slipped
overboard. The remaining crew members became very weak
and discouraged but they carried on exercising as much as
possible; Hornell offered encouragement and took off his
jacket and gave it to others.

RAF Air-Sea Rescue launch arrives to rescue Hornell and his
companions in small raft pictured right.

For his heroism, leadership, determination and selfless
dedication of the highest order, Hornell was posthumously
awarded the Victoria Cross, the Commonwealth's highest
military award. His citation reads, "By pressing home a skillful
and successful attack against fierce opposition, with his aircraft
in a precarious condition, and by fortifying and encouraging
his comrades in the subsequent ordeal, this officer displayed
valour and devotion to duty of the highest order."

The Warwick was replaced by an American Liberator, then in
turn by a RAF Sunderland. The survivors were totally
exhausted. Hornell began to fail, blind and barely able to speak,
he exhorted the others to keep their hopes up. After battling
heavy seas for 17 hours the rescue launch, which lost one of
its two engines after the first hour en route, calculated that it
was near the dinghy's position but could not see any distance
because of the mountainous waves. In desperation the launch
broke radio silence to make contact with the Sunderland and
was directed to a position only 150 yards away.
Finally, after more than 20 hours in the water, the survivors
were hauled aboard the rescue launch. Everything possible
was done for the survivors. The rescuers worked for about
three hours on Hornell, who was comatose and in advanced
stages of hypothermia, but he never regained consciousness
and was later buried in Lerwick cemetery in Scotland.
Many richly deserved decorations resulted from the events of
June 24 - 25, 1944. Flying Officer Denomy (co-pilot) received
the Distinguished Service Order, Flying Officers Matheson
(navigator) and Campbell (first wireless air gunner) were
awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross (DFC), while Flight
Sergeants Bodnoff (second wireless air gunner) and Cole (third
wireless air gunner) won the Distinguished Flying Medal. The
Norwegian captain of the Catalina also won the DFC and the
skipper of the rescue launch received the Member of the British
Empire medal.

Crew members in Reykjavik, Iceland January 22, 1944. From left to right:
Sergeant Donald Scott, Packenham, Ontario; Flying Officer Bernard
Denomy, Chatham, Ontario; Flying Officer Sydney Matheson, Nelson,
British Columbia; Flight Lieutenant David Hornell, Mimico, Ontario;
and Flying Officer Graham Campbell, Vancouver, British Columbia. DND

Graham Wragg’s painting captures F/L Hornell's
Canso egressing from the attack on German
submarine U-1225 on 24 June 1944 at 6300N
0050W. Hornell's Canso, No. 9754 bearing the
squadron code letter "P" for Peter, was named after
his wifefire
"Mary
K" whose name appears on the
Japanese
balloon
fuselage below the cockpit.
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BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC: IMPACT ON THE GERMAN U-BOAT FLEET
Lieutenant Commander ret’d Doug Thomas
On average, the U-boat force sank a ship for every day of the
war in Europe, accounting for 69% of all Allied shipping
losses. These numbers were disastrous: 2603 merchant ships
and 175 naval vessels with a total displacement of 14,500,000
tons and the loss of 30,246 merchant seamen - 25 % of those
who went to sea.
The U-boat losses were also severe. 39,000 men sailed in
German submarines during WW II, the U-boat memorial near
Kiel records a death toll of 27,491 (over 70%) and another
5000 were made prisoners of war. Of the 863 U-boats that
sailed on operational patrols, 754 were lost (over 87%) staggering numbers. In the latter days of the war, it must have
seemed to the crews that it was not a matter of whether they
would die, but of where and when. U-boat crews showed great
courage and tenacity - qualities worthy of a better cause. Had
the U-boats been successful in the Atlantic battle - and in the
first half of 1942 it looked as though they would be - a victory
for the Axis powers would have led to the deaths of millions
and the subjugation of many millions more. While the
prodigious efforts and steadfast conduct of the U-boat men
can be admired and accorded respect in the long history of
warfare, there must also be rejoicing that they failed.

Analysis: During the first years of the war, Germany held the
upper hand in the Atlantic in spite of the relatively small
numbers of ocean-going U-boats available for deployment.
Like the Allies, it took some time to build new vessels, train
their crews, and equip them with reliable weapons. As the
war progressed, Allied scientific and technical research resulted
in important discoveries and improvements in sensors and
weapons: radar being a significant example. Allied forces
gradually tipped the balance in their favour with improved
training, long-range radar-fitted anti-submarine aircraft
patrolling what had been the Mid-Atlantic Gap, deployment
of hunter-killer and escort task groups to seek out the U-boat
wolf packs and strengthen besieged convoys, small aircraft
carriers sailing with the convoys and making it more difficult
for U-boats to attack, and the fitting of improved sonar and
ASW weapons such as Hedgehog and Squid mortars, and not known until many years after the war - the breaking of the
German Enigma Codes made a huge contribution thought to
have shortened the war by 2-4 years.. In May 1943 (known to
the German Navy as Black May) the tide turned decisively
when 47 U-boats were lost in the Atlantic. All U-boats were
withdrawn from the Atlantic after these catastrophic losses
for training and fitting of new equipment - and never regained
their ascendancy in the Battle of the Atlantic.

U-190 crew at the submarine’s commissioning, September 1942.
George Metcalf Archival Collection, CWM 19870078-001
Surrendered U-190 crew transferred ashore in Bay Bulls, NF, 14 May
1945. Tom Wood, Beaverbrook Collection,CWM 19710261-4870
Fahnrich Ingenieur (Ensign Engineer) Karl Volker, from St. Leon-Rot, and
two identified survivors shiver on the deck of USCGC Spencer (WPG-36)
after being pulled from the North Atlantic when his U-Boat, U-175, was
sunk attempting to attack Convoy HX-233 on 17 April 17,1943, 600 Miles
Southwest of Ireland.. His wet clothes behind him, the man in the center
wears the Kriegsmarine eagle on his undershirt. After being depth charged
and hit by heavy fire, forty-one German sailors were rescued by Spencer
and USCGC Duane (WPG-33). Half-drowned, some wounded, the Germans were stripped, given hot coffee and cigarettes, and kept in the Wardroom of Spencer, where they ate corned beef, cabbage, and potatoes. American propaganda claimed they received better food then what was available on their submarine. They were taken to Scotland on 20 April and
eventually sent to prisoner of war camps in the United States. Thirteen
Germans and one American were killed in the battle. Spencer's Radioman
Third Class Julius Petrella, of Brooklyn, New York, was buried at sea.
Caption ©2007 MFA Productions LLC Image in the Public Domain
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NEW CLASS OF SHIPS NAMED AFTER “HARD OVER HARRY”
For the first time in the 104-year history of the Royal Canadian
Navy, a class of ships will be named in honour of a wartime
Canadian naval hero. In a ceremony held appropriately aboard
the WW2 Tribal Class Destroyer HMCS Haida in Hamilton,
Prime Minister Stephen Harper announced that the new Arctic/
Offshore Patrol Ships (AOPS) would be named the Harry
DeWolf Class, honouring a model of outstanding courage,
leadership, achievement, and heroism while serving in the
Navy. Her Majesty’s Canadian Ship Harry DeWolf will be
the lead ship with subsequent ships in the class named in

honour of other prominent Canadian naval heroes who served
their country with the highest distinction.
The Arctic/Offshore Patrol Ships will conduct sovereignty and
surveillance operations in Canadian waters on all three coasts
and will also be used to support other units of the Canadian
Armed Forces in the conduct of maritime-related operations.
Additionally they will support other government departments
in carrying out their mandates, as required. The AOPS will
be built by Irving Shipbuilding Inc. in Halifax.

VICE-ADMIRAL HARRY DEWOLF, CBE, DSO, CD
Michael Whitby DHH
Vice-Admiral DeWolf was born in Bedford, Nova Scotia
on 26 June 1903 and entered the Royal Canadian Navy in
1919. He received his early training at the Royal Navy
College of Canada and in the ships of the Royal Navy.
DeWolf specialized in navigation, and served as negating
officer and executive officer in Canadian destroyers, as well
as captain the armed yacht HMCS Festubert.
During 1935 and 1936, DeWolf served at the Naval Service
Headquarters, where he played a key role in the negotiations
that resulted in the acquisition of the four River-class
destroyers from Great Britain, and then attended the Royal
Navy Staff College at Greenwich in 1937. He was then
appointed Staff Officer (Op-erations) to the RN’s Flag
Officer Commanding First Cruiser Squadron in the
Mediterranean, which included experience in the Spanish
Civil War.
Although DeWolf had already acquired a reputation as an
effective leader and a superb ship handler, it was in the
Second World War that he truly excelled.
Early in the war he commanded the destroyer HCMS St
Laurent and took part in the evacuation of the British and
French troops from France, where St Laurent fired the
Canadian navy’s first shots in anger. Following that service,
while on convoy escort duty in the North Atlantic, St.
Laurent rescued 859 survivors of the SS Arandora Starr, a

liner carrying Italian and German prisoners of war, which
had been sunk by a U-boat. DeWolf was twice mentioned in
dispatches during this period.
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From August 1940 to August 1943, DeWolf served ashore as
Staff Officer (Operation) and Chief of Staff to the
Commanding Officer Atlantic Coast in Halifax, and then
concurrently in Ottawa as the RCN’s Director of Plans and as
secretary to the Chiefs of Staff Committee. This period saw
the RCN explode in both size and responsibility as it played
an increasing important role in the Battle of the Atlantic.
Exercising what can be termed pragmatic nationalism,
DeWolf, in policy formulation at the naval headquarters and
at strategic level convoy conferences where he represented
the RCN view to senior American and British officer, helped
find a balance between the RCN’s desire for increased
autonomy and the demands of war. Such was his ability that
he became known as one of the RCN’s most gifted staff
officers.
In August 1943, DeWolf was appointed to command the
destroyer HMCS Haida, the ship in which he gained the most
fame. After escorting two convoys on the challenging
Murmansk Run, Haida joined Plymouth Command in January
1944 where over a nine-month period she engaged in a series
of successful night actions against German destroyers and
coastal shipping in the English Channel and Bay of Biscay
and also destroyed a
German U-boat.

After the war DeWolf received further honours for his service
in the form of the Order of the British Empire from Great
Britain, the Legion of Merit from the United States, the Cross
of the Legion of Honour from France, and the Cross of
Liberation from Norway.
From 1947 to 1948, DeWolf saw his final service at sea as
captain of the aircraft carriers Warrior and Magnificent, and
as Senior Canadian Naval Officer Afloat. After two years at
sea, DeWolf was promoted Rear-Admiral and appointed Flag
Officer Pacific Command, where in the summer of 1950, at
the end of his appointment, he guided much of the work
associated with the RCN;s deployment of three destroyers to
Korea from Esquimalt at the out break of the Korean conflict
That was followed by two years as Vice Chief of the Naval
Staff in Ottawa.
In December 1952 DeWolf was appointed to Washington, DC
as Chairman of the Canadian Joint Staff, Principal Military
Advisor to the Canadian Ambassador, and Canadian Liaison
Representative to the Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic.
His tenure was characterized by smooth relations with his
American counterparts at a time when the RCN was
increasingly following
USN practices and
embracing American
technology and supply.
Moreover, he enjoyed
good relations with the
representatives of other
NATO countries posted
in Washington.

During intense night
action by Haida and her
sister ship Athabaskan
against German ships off
the Brittany coast in late
April, 1944, the latter was
struck by a torpedo.
Upon the retirement of
While covering the
Vice-Admiral Rollo
crippled Athabaskan with
Mainguy, DeWolf was
smoke, Haida continued
promoted Vice-Admiral
to fight , heavily
and appointed Chief of
damaging one enemy ship
the Naval Staff, the
while driving another
ashore under heavy fire. Canadian Tribal Destroyers in Action, a painting by Canadian war artist Commander highest position in
Anthony Law, In the foreground, HMC Ships Haida, Huron and Athabaskan and
Canada’s naval hierarchy,
When a second torpedo C.
Royal Navy Ships Ashanti and Black Prince bear down on the enemy. CWM 197110261on 16 July 1956. In this
sank Athabaskan, DeWolf 4057 Beaverbrook Collection
position he was able to
maneuvered his ship to
rescue 44 of Athabaskan’s crew while under threat of attack. call upon solid experience in naval, joint and alliance planning,
and he thus was able to hold his own in complex maneuvering
Haida’s outstanding success was due in large part to DeWolf’s with politicians, allies, and leaders of other services. DeWolf
skill and professionalism. Known as “Hard Over Harry” on ‘s timing was good as the navy was at the peak of it’s peacetime
account of his aggressive ship-handling, DeWolf was much strength but difficult issues loomed in the horizon. His
loved by his crew who respected his cool leadership under philosophy was again one of pragmatism, and he was wary of
fire and admired his ability to fight his ship/ His performance being overly ambitious in terms of plans for the future fleet
also gained the respect of his superiors, and he received the development. His background and experience taught him the
Distinguished Service Order, Distinguished Service Cross and navy must not over-reach it’s own capabilities and the limits
prescribed by government and that was the course he steered
two more mentions in dispatches during this time.
Leaving Haida in late 1944, DeWolf was promoted Captain until his retirement on 30 July 1960.
and served in headquarters as Assistant Chief of the Naval
Staff where he conducted much of the planning associated Vice-Admiral DeWolf, Canada’s most decorated sailor from
with RCN’s intended effort in the Pacific war; if that was had Second World War and one of its most accomplished naval
continued DeWolf was slated to command the RCN escort officers, passed away quietly in Ottawa, Ontario, on Monday
force in the theatre. As it was, the end came before the RCN 18 December 2000 at 97. The heading on an editorial page
deployed and DeWolf helped oversee the massive downsizing tribute in the Halifax Chronicle Herald following his death
read: “Haida, Harry and Heroism.”
and demolition that came with peace.
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MERITORIOUS SERVICE
In the past several months several of our Trustees have been the recipients of significant recognition for going beyond the
call of duty. We are honoured to recognize them as well. Congratulations to all.
CPO2 Teaghen Watson - Division Cadet of the Year Award from the Navy League’s Mainland Nova Scotia Division
one that can be awarded to a Navy League Cadet and carried
into the regular cadet training programme (Sea, Army or Air).
For those that haven't met Teaghen on board, she has always
loved the sea and anxiously followed her brother into the NL
Cadet programme. She joined on her ninth birthday with NL
Cadet Corps #48 MicMac where she trained for her first two
years. She later transferred and became one of the original
members of NLCC #210 Sackville and became the Corps
Coxswain with nearly 75 Cadets reporting to her weekly.
Always proud to wear her NL Cadet uniform, she has
volunteered for duties at several Battle of the Atlantic
ceremonies onboard HMCS Sackville, including ringing the
Ship's Bell which drew national and international media
attention. Her plans were to join Sea Cadets when she was old
enough, however, on notice that her family would be moving
to Whitehorse where there are no Sea Cadets, she took the
initiative and enlisted in the Milford Air Cadet Squadron and
then transferred to RCACS #551 Whitehorse Lions where she
is currently a member of the Aurora Flight, a member of the
Biathlon Team and actively participates with the Rifle Team.
Her Medal, at her current age of twelve, makes her a bit of an
anomaly with her new Squadron as it is very unique and she
finds herself constantly explaining the NL Cadet Programme,
and what the medal signifies all the while proud to wear it on
her light blue uniform. Teaghen's future plans are to become a
Medical Officer in the Canadian Armed Forces via either the
Former Navy League (NL) CPO2 Teaghen L. Watson, a Life Royal Military College of Canada, where both her Father and
Member of the Canadian Naval Memorial Trust since the age Grandfather studied, or the Regular Officer Training
of eight, was the recipient of the Division Cadet of the Year Programme, uniform to be determined (but likely with the
Award from the Navy League’s Mainland Nova Scotia Royal Canadian Navy). Failing this, she has discussed joining
Division. She received the NL Medal of Excellence with Bar, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police as a Regular Member
denoting her as the top Navy League Cadet in the province with her parents and serving members on numerous occasions.
as well as a scroll and trophy attesting to her achievement at Teaghen is a proud supporter of the CNMT and plans to
the 2014 Annual Ceremonial Review. This medal is the only reconnect the next time she is back East.
HMC DOCKYARD SYNCHROLIFT NAMED AFTER DISTINGUISHED SUBMARINER
HMCS Sackville undergoes hull work and preservation on
the Synchrolift every six years or so. The Synchrolift is
frequently used for docking submarines, and the shelter
building was recently re-built to accommodate the Victoria
Class submarines whose dimensions are very different from
the earlier “O” (Oberon) Boats.
On June 13 2014, during the Centennial Year of the Canadian
Submarine Service, the shelter building was named in honour
of a distinguished and capable leader and one of our earliest
submariners: Captain Bernard (Barney) Johnson, CBE, DSO,
RCNVR. Barney Johnson was a master mariner and
experienced BC pilot who joined the Navy at the beginning
of World War I, was 1st Lieutenant in the first Canadian
submarine, CC1, and later served in European waters with
the Royal Navy becoming the first Canadian to command a
British submarine, HMS/M H8. He was awarded the DSO
for his courageous leadership in saving H8 and sailing her

HMCS Windsor on Dockyard synchrolift.

safely back to England through enemy waters after striking a
mine. He returned to the Navy again during World War II,
serving ashore on the west coast.
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Past Chair of the Canadian Naval Memorial Trust Duncan Battle of the Atlantic Veterans supporter and Life Trus“Dusty” Miller new Nova Scotia Chair of Commissionaires tee Steinar Engeset honoured by MP Peter Stoffer in the
House of Commons
"Mr. Speaker, I rise today in the
CNMT Life Trustee VAdm
House of Commons to pay tribMiller was elected to a twoute to a great Canadian, Steinar
year term as Chair of the Board
Jarle Engeset. Steinar was born
of Governors of Commissionin Norway in 1942. In 1966 he
aires Nova Scotia (CNS) at the
immigrated to Canada with his
Board's 2014 Annual General
wife. He became instrumental in
Meeting. VAdm Miller has
Harbour Grace, Newfoundland,
served on the Board for ten
for opening up the northern
years and brings a wealth of
shrimp fishery. He created many
experience in security matters
jobs in that part of the country.
to CNS.
Steinar will be most known for
his advocacy on behalf of CaHe served for 38 years in the
nadian veterans. He was born
Canadian Navy including as
during the war and has never forformer Commander of Maritime Forces Atlantic and Chief of
Staff, NATO Headquarters, Norfolk, Virginia. He was awarded gotten that it was the Canadians and our allies who liberated
the Unites States Legion of Merit for his role in commanding his country and his parents. Thus, Steinar arranged the first
the NATO contribution to air surveillance of North America Convoy Cup.
following the 9/11 attacks. He also led an international Naval
Armada of about 60 ships during the Persian Gulf War in The Convoy Cup is made up of the Royal Canadian Air Force,
Royal Canadian Navy and Merchant Mariners who sailed es1990 and was awarded the Meritorious
Service
for his
service during
that
conflict.ship,
CNS1943
is the sential supplies to Britain at that time for the liberation of a
GunnerCross
onboard
Defensively
equipped
merchant
leading security provider in Nova Scotia and as a not-for- free Europe. What an honour it was to be with Steinar on his
profit corporation, its mission is to seek employment for vet- vessel as he did the sailpast of HMCS Sackville, Canada's
erans of the Canadian Forces and RCMP. CNS employs over naval Memorial, where he personally took the salute from
1,500 personnel, over 60% of whom are veterans, at over 200 Canada's honoured merchant navy veterans.
client sites across the province.
I pay a special tribute from the House of Commons to a great
Canadian and a great man in Steinar Engeset."
Dr Heather MacKinnon Honoured for Service to Veterans
CNMT Life Trustee Dr.
Heather Mackinnon of Halifax
and Chester, a passionate advocate for veterans and a
former medical officer in the
Canadian Armed Forces, has
been awarded the Veterans
Ombudsman Commendation
"for exemplary contributions
to the fair treatment of Veterans and their families."
The Veterans Ombudsman's
Commendation is awarded to
individuals and groups who
work to identify and advance issues on behalf of Veterans of
the Canadian Armed Forces and the RCMP, and their families. Dr. MacKinnon, who retired from the military at the rank
of lieutenant-commander, operates a medical practice in Halifax focused on serving military and RCMP Veterans. "She tirelessly presses the federal and provincial governments for improvements in healthcare programs to better serve the needs
of Veterans and their families. She is highly-regarded by her
colleagues as well as current and former patients," said Guy
Parent, Canada's Veterans Ombudsman.
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Captain(N) Angus Ian Topshee, M.S.M., C.D.
Meritorious Service Medal (Military Division)
The Meritorious Service Medal (military division) recognizes
a military deed or activity that has been performed in a highly
professional manner or of a very high standard that brings
benefit or honour to the Canadian Forces and was recently
awarded to Captain (Navy)
Topshee.
Captain (N)
Topshee's performance, as Director of Operations for the
Rim of the Pacific (RIMPAC)
Exercise 2012, was critical to
the successful coordination of
40 warships, six submarines,
over 200 aircraft and more than
25,000 multinational personnel. His intellect and professionalism proved essential to
enhancing interoperability
among 22 participating nations
and, ultimately, to the exercise's resounding success. Captain (Navy) Topshee's performance in this high-profile position brought great credit to the
Canadian Armed Forces. Captain (N) Topshee is the CFB Halifax Base Commander and a CNMT Life Trustee.
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TRUSTEE NEWS

Bert Walker has been a Trustee since 2012 and is one of
those people who volunteers to help out in many ways: he is
one of our summer ship tour guides, has been a key member
of our Schools outreach team, has presented briefings on
HMCS Sackville and the Battle of the Atlantic to a number of
provinicial libraries (and at the Maritime Museum of the Atlantic on the 13th of January 2015). Bert has also initiated a
project to develop a Story Board about the building, equipping, manning, training and operation of the Royal Canadian
Navy during World War II with ESRI Canada, a company
that specializes in Geographic Information Systems. ESRI will
help CNMT interpret the story of the huge national effort that

led to the RCN being able to take over the majority of convoy
escort during the Battle of the Atlantic, one of Canada’s most
important contributions toward the winning of World War II.
Bert is pictured with the grade 5 class of Grosvenor Wentworth
School in Halifax along with educator Andrew Stickings recipient of the 2011 Prime Minister’s Award for Teaching
Excellence. Andrew’s classes are frequent visitors to the ship
and are well informed on Canada’s role in the Battle of the
Atlantic. Over the years his students have produced movies,
art exhibitions and small scale replicas of RCN ships and submarines as part of his innovative style of teaching history

Kenneth Tam has taken on
Congratulations to Lieutennew duties, while continuing
ant (Navy) Sebastian
his ongoing fiction-writing
Harper on his recent promopursuits: he has signed on
tion. Sebastian is pictured
with the Edmonton-based
onboard HMCS Calgary
Alberta Land Institute as
with his Commanding OfCommunications Coordinaficer, Commander John
tor. A relatively new and priWilson (L) and Calgary’s
vately-funded institute, ALI Combat Officer, Lt(N) Jeff Smith.
will conduct impartial reKudos to past Commanding
search on land use issues,
Officer HMCS Sackville, LCdr
then relay the scientific find(ret'd) Sherry Daws-Knowles
ings to policymakers in order to create better land manageRichardson, CD honoured rement policies. Kenneth will wield his storytelling skill, and
cently by her alma mater the
some of his past experience working with politicians, to supTrafalgar School For Girls in
port this non-partisan research mission. In the meantime, he
Montreal with a well-deserved
remains a keen supporter of Sackville both in reality and in
Distinguished Alumna Award.
fiction -- his current alternate history series, Champions, features a hefty cameo of HMCS Sackville in a very different
version of the year 1942.
We are doing our best to ensure that Trustees who have
Thanks to the efforts Pat Charlton, Membership, Kenneth Tam's Crossed the Bar are honoured in Action Stations, but somearticle promoting the ship and BOAP now appears in the commu- times we are not informed of their passing. Please contact
nity newspaper, the Masthead News (pg 12).
us at pr@canadasnavalmemorial.ca if you feel that we have
http://www.themastheadnews.ca/images/Issues/
missed someone.
October_8th_Masthead_News.pdf
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Barry Wile (pictured on the right)
and ensures that our collection of
is one of a small group of dedicated
artifacts is well secured and safe.
shipboard volunteers committed to
the welfare of HMCS Sackville and
As a CNR retiree, Barry has recently
who spends countless hours tending
been recognized by The CN
to her needs. Prior to retirement
Railroaders in the Community
Barry served almost 43 years with
program established to support the
the Royal Canadian Infantry Corps
volunteer efforts of employees and
and 35 years with the Canadian
retirees by providing grants to
National Railway (CNR). He brings
Canada Revenue Agency approved
to our ship a wide variety of skills
community-based charitable
which are invaluable to our operation
organizations. Barry’s hard work
in many areas. As well as conducting
has resulted in a a $500 donation to
visitor tours during the summer,
the Trust by the CNR. Barry has
Barry is a keen member of the ship’s
requested that this money be used
interpertation crew when we are downtown. In the winter he to support the Battle of Atlantic Place Project.
oversees the maintenance of our layaway storage in Shearwater
HMCS Sackville was accepted as an
official participant of NOCTURNE
this year and as a result benefited
from wide-spread advertising
associated with the event as well as
being ranked as one of the top ten
must see installations. Given the
experience of the past two years and
the arduous task of crowd control
(3500 onboard visitors in 2013), a
plan was put in place to present an
illuminated experience that could be
enjoyed from the jetty. This year’s
theme was Action Stations during a

Life Trustee Rolfe Monteith has marched in every
Remembrance Sunday parade in London for the past 30 years.
This year, despite a heightened terrorist threat, Rolfe and a
contingent CNM Trustees and descendents of WW2 veterans
proudly marched down Whitehall representing Canada’s
contribution to the Battle of the Atlantic. In an interview with
London’s Daily Telegraph Rolfe remarked on the potential
interuption to the commemorations, remembered the loss of
five of his classmates and his late wife’s brother who perished
in HMS Glorious: “We had to send a huge message that they

simulated U-Boat attack. Trustee
Tim Friese – special effects and film
production manager - choreographed
a sound and light show, using our
4"gun and articulated lights mounted
on the jetty, that entertained the
downtown crowds for hours (until
our ammunition ran out!). A special
thank you to Trustees Reid Hall and
Bert Walker for manning the lights
(along with Tim) and Mike Myers
for firing the gun at fifteen minute
intervals throughout the evening.
Great job all!

won’t win. I wanted to honour those chaps in the war who
gave their lives in the war, my chums - and nothing was going
to stop me.” Rolfe joined the RCN at 17 in 1941 and served
in the Royal Navy for the next four years.
(L to R) LCdr ret’d Jim Reddy, LCdr ret’d Pat Jessup, Walt
Nicholls, Stuart Nanson, June Smith marching in memory of
her father Commander Ted Smith, Capt(N) ret’d Rolfe
Monteith, Naomi Oakes (Monteith) and James Monteith.
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SACKVILLE IS NOW CONNECTED!
Lieutenant Commander ret’d Scott Smith
First Lieutenant

throughout the ship, and on the upper deck. The network
configuration and installation was provided by Alfred Parks.
Alfred's contribution can not be understated as he dedicated
many hours to setting up the network in Sackville.

While the WiFi equipment was a major component to the
Backbone project, completion of the project required an
internet service provider (ISP). Obtaining an ISP proved a
bit more challenging, but all that changed in July when a local
communications technology company offered to help
Sackville achieve our goal. Internetworking Atlantic Inc.
provides IT services to a number of local institutions, including
NS government, and the Halifax School board to name just a
couple. The company's president Bruce MacDougall visited
Sackville in July where he toured the ship and was briefed on
the history of the ship and its current role. Internetworking
Atlantic has graciously agreed to provide Sackville with
internet service provision through its wireless network, at no
cost to the CNMT. We were connected at our downtown
It took a little bit of dedication, patience and determination, location throughout the summer, and it is envisaged that we
but HMCS Sackville has taken a significant step forward in will have connectivity while in our winter berth in the naval
her communications technology capability. Project dockyard.
"Backbone", an initiative lead by George Borgal, was created
to generate a wireless internet network in Sackville. A WiFi While the ability to connect to the internet, and use email on
network creates significant benefits for Sackville, as a board Sackville is a major step forward for the crew to conduct
minimum, it would allow the day-to-day business to be required business, visitors to the ship will be able to connect
conducted using current information technology mediums, as well. This, however, is just the initial steps in leveraging
this capability; future initiatives will hopefully include the
such as internet and email.
ability for the gift shop to use wireless debit and credit card
Approximately two years ago Sackville was fitted with WiFi purchasing devises, and online gift shop purchases.
network equipment, donated to the Trust by CISCO Inc. While
most of the equipment is not visible to visitors, you may have This project could not have been possible without the
seen the wireless access points (electronic boxes with blue generosity of CISCO; the team from Internetworking Atlantic
cable attached), installed at various points throughout the ship. Inc. including Bruce MacDougall, Jake Mahoney and Lauren
These allow users to access internet on their wireless devises Aker; and of course, Alfred Parks and George Borgal.

MEMBERSHIP
Commander (ret’d) Patrick Charlton
Welcome Aboard to the new members of the Trust. Initiatives
to progress the membership campaign continued during the
fall with letters being sent to our air brethren in the maritime
air community. The Ambassador Program is ready to roll
early in the new year. We'll be seeking the support of current
members to reach out to their respective local communities
to promote the Canadian Naval Memorial Trust (CNMT),
HMCS Sackville, and help spread the word about the Battle
of the Atlantic Place project. In addition, work progresses in
the development of a proposed new group donation category:
the Convoy Class, which will be aimed at military units and
civilian groups who may be interested in supporting the Trust.
The Convoy Class would be a good compliment to individual
and corporate memberships.
Finally, in the coming months we will take a look at creating
an improved connection with Canadian youth and education
institutions in fostering a better understanding of Canada's
maritime military history and the mission of the Trust.
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LIFE MEMBERS
Dr. Douglas Bocking, London, ON
Reverend Andrew Cooke, Dartmouth, NS
Jedediah Groves, Fort McMurray, AB
Bruce Hollett, Halifax, NS
Daniel Landry, Nepean, ON
Neil and Shirley MacDougall, Toronto, ON
VAdm (ret’d) Paul Maddison, Ottawa, ON
Carolyn J. Overmars, Halifax, NS
Darren Rich, Nanaimo, BC
Miranda Spilios, Sherborn, MA, USA
Gerald Stanford, Victoria, BC
Kevin R. Tilley, Halifax, NS
Richard B. Tilley, Halifax, NS
Ivy Tummers, Halifax, NS
John Westlake, Ottawa, ON
ANNUAL MEMBERS
Andy Gaul, Dundas, ON
Frederik Genest, Halifax, NS
Reid Hall, Dartmouth, NS
Philip Johnston, Brentwood Bay, BC
David MacLellan, Halifax, NS
Anthony Roy Wood, Ottawa, ON

Graham McBride with Sackville II
after she passed her stability trials

THE MAILBAG
I have just recently read both the spring and
summer Action Stations. My brother David
Cox, CPO ret'd, drops them off to me on his
trip south for the winter. I was in the RCN from 1954 1964
and left prior to the amalgamation of the Forces. There were
a number of very interesting items in the summer edition for
both myself and my wife, Joan and I have mentioned them
below.
1. The biography on the passing of Lieutenant Commander
Murray Knowles mentioned his role as commander of the
armed merchant cruiser HMS Rajputana's lifeboat, when the
ship was torpedoed in the Strait of Denmark, 13 April 1941.
This article was of special significance to my wife because
her father, stoker Lloyd Canavan was one of 283 survivors
that were rescued after the sinking. Sadly, he was lost some
months later on when HMCS Spikenard on the Newfie-Derry
Run, was torpedoed off Iceland, 11 February 1942.
2. The passing of Spike Hennessy, my last posting was on his
staff at COMPERSLANT in STAD. A great officer!
3. The articles regarding the Admiral Desmond Piers Naval
Association in Bridgewater, in keeping with this man. He
was our captain in HMCS Quebec. I have great respect for
him.

4. The item Finally Reunited after 61 years. I was in that Sea
Scout Troop from 1949-53! What a thrill to see John Hare
and Hugh Sproule. Brought back lots of memories. I believe
a member of the troop, Ron Neville, after RMC, went on to
become a high ranking Naval Officer.
I enjoy your efforts. Thanks and best wishes to the Matelots.
LSAW Charlie Cox
Burlington, Ontario
Extract from Royal Canadian Legion interview with
Murray Knowles about the loss of Rajputana.
“It was so overcrowded, we were unable to row, says
Knowles, who was the only officer on the lifeboat. We
had no room to row. To prevent the craft from rolling over,
Knowles released a sea anchor to steady it, while others
continued to bail water. Knowles and the crowded sailors
waited some 12 hours before responding British Destroyers sailing from Iceland reached the lifeboats and rescued
the survivors. It was so cold and damp and were so very
grateful to finally see that destroyer.”
http://www.rclbr50.ca/News/
Item.asp?T=14&pg=34&NID=1782160038&S=
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THE MAILBAG cont’d
West Coast WWII Flying Operations
I found “Battle of the Atlantic --RCAF
Involvement Western Air Command” (Summer 2014)
interesting in providing the nuances of the East Coast vs. West
Coast tensions about resource allocations during WWII.
Certainly, the actual military situation argued strongly against
investing many resources in the West; however, the perceived
vulnerability out West was ‘nicely’ manipulated by the
Japanese --just enough nuisance raids, ineffectual torpedoes,
comically inaccurate shelling, mysterious fire bombs -- to tie
up major North American resources.

to have everyone (press, politicians especially) on edge. It is
astonishing how much was invested out there in men,
equipment, supplies and construction.
The article stresses the domestic unease but a lot of the
Canadian effort was designed to relieve the US forces from
coastal patrolling so that they could carry the fight directly
against the Japanese who occupied American soil (Aleutian
Islands). The Canadian pilots were good soldiers about it but
they derisively referred to it as “circling the flagpole.” They
wanted to get into the real action and RCAF 111 Squadron
did get one raid on Kiska; 14 Squadron got a few more.
Flying conditions were poor and the landing facilities
primitive. Initially, the aircraft were poorly designed; RT
equipment was rudimentary and replacement parts—for the
Bolingbroke bombers anyway –were virtually non-existent.
The air crews were truly flying on a wing and a prayer.
111 Squadron (www.RCAF111fSquadron.com) suffered a
major disaster in which five experienced pilots and seven
planes were lost. (The loss occurred when a relocation flight
became disoriented during Aleutian operations). Among the
factors were ferociously changing weather conditions, lack
of familiarity with the terrain and non-functioning RT
equipment. I think poor leadership was a factor as well
although the enquiry failed to be explicit about that. The
reports, however, left plenty of space between the lines.

111 and the Enemy Ace courtesy of aviation artist Steve Tournay

The government was determined to keep such activity on the
West Coast quiet…yet the rumours and false sightings tended

Canadian Aviation Artist Association
http://www.aviationartists.ca/Galleriesmainnew.htm#s

Please allow me to express my gratitude for your
organization's sponsorship of the award for the
2014 Canadian Naval Memorial Trust / Bruce S.
Oland Essay Competition. Mr. Doug Thomas presented me with the award at a Naval Association
of Canada reception in Ottawa on October 3rd.

I wonder if you would be kind enough to pass on
behalf of my wife Joy, and my thanks to your
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant Commander
(ret'd) Jim Reddy for setting up a personal tour of
our Memorial, by none other than your pastCommanding Officer, Commander Wendall Brown.

I am honored to have been selected to receive the award, and
very appreciative of the Trust's generosity.

We were in town for HMCS Kootenay's 45th anniversary and
four days of commemorative events and ceremonies from
22nd to 25th October 2014. During the Kootenay events we
were offered a tour of HMCS Sackville, which was extensive
and informative.

When Chelsea and I were preparing to move to Halifax in
2008, we were invited to tour HMCS Sackville and join members of the trust in their wardroom-in the winter, no less! We
thoroughly enjoyed the experience, and felt truly welcome to
our new city. Although we reside in Ottawa now, Sackville
and the Trust will always be special to us.
I wish you and the Trust success in your endeavors, including
the campaign to design and build Battle of the Atlantic Place.
Once again, thank you for your sponsorship and generosity.
Sincerely,
Lieutenant (Navy) Jonathan Douglas
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Bill Eull, Port Perry, ON

I am glad my wife had the opportunity to see first hand what
the old ships were all about. We will treasure our time spent
on HMCS Sackville.
The time taken was much appreciated.
Sincerely,
Clement Bussiere
Lieutenant Commander ret’d
HMCS Kootenay crew

My Dad, Thomas Milton Aris, joined the Navy at
the age of sixteen during the Second World War. He
was an Orlikan gunner on the HMCS Annan during
North Atlantic convoy duty in October 1944. One
night, a battle ensued which resulted in the sinking
of U-1006 of which Dad helped recover a small number of the
German crew from the cold North Atlantic. Before returning
to the ship, my father "liberated" a watch from one of the
enemy sailors.
He wore the watch faithfully for a long time. It was this watch
that he would have looked at to make sure he wasn't late for
his first date with that attractive Saskatchewan girl he'd met
while working at the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. And it
was this watch that made sure he was at the church on time to
marry her a year later. This was the watch that moved so painfully slow while the news on the birth of all six of his children. It was this watch that he referred to when telling his
wide-eyed young sons that it was only 02:30 in the morning
and if they didn't get back to bed, Santa might never come.
This watch was used to time his children's essay presentations, holding breath contests, how much longer we could stay
up and how long each of us had been hogging the bathroom.
It was this watch that dad ensured that the school fire drill was
timed exactly to the class chosen by one of the children at the
morning's breakfast table. The watch got him to the airports,
train stations and the 5:30 am hockey practices. He wore the
watch for most of his children's weddings and sadly for the
funeral of his parents and his wife. By the time most of the
grandchildren were arriving, the watch was not quiet as reliable and had been relegated to a drawer and rarely seen.

Five crew members of HMCS Annan K404
Garnet Norman Rowntree Collection

cleaned and repaired and sent back to its rightful owner with a
letter of explanation and apology. Weeks later Dad received a
reply from Hans Rebhahn of Hamm, Germany. The letter stated
that he received the watch on his 71st birthday. He says he
cried when he read Dad's letter and accepted his apology wholeheartedly.
The watch had come full circle. Life is a lot like the story of
the watch. It is borrowed from the owner with a promise of
good care. It was used in good faith for many years. In the end
though it must be returned to the owner, maybe a little the
worse for wear but richer for the influence it has made.

Dad passed away in Ottawa, 4 October 1993 at the age 67
following a full career hopping from military base to military
base across Canada and Europe before retiring back home in
Later in life and through a series of contacts and coincidences, Ottawa and obtaining the rank of Warrant Officer.
Dad was able to discover that some of the survivors from the
U-Boat were still alive. More amazingly, the sailor the sailor Contributed by Mike Aris
he had taken it from was among them. Dad had the watch HMCS Kootenay explosion survivor
for the ship all around and during which time she unveiled the
I am an avid model ship builder and have been
model of K231 in Calgary’s wardroom.
ever since I was little, when my father (another
Trustee, Stephen Harper) and I would build ships
Lt(N) Sebastian Harper
together in my grandfather's basement. When I
joined HMCS Calgary in the fall of 2013, I HMCS Calgary
proposed to the wardroom that I put my skills to
good use and build a model of our predecessor the modified
Flower Class Corvette, HMCS Calgary K231. To my
astonishment, they wholeheartedly agreed and for the better
part of the year I toiled away in my spare time (much to my
Fiancee's chagrin). During that time, the wardroom in Calgary
was refinished with many modifications including a purpose
built recessed display case for my model! Very cool and all
the more motivation to finish it in a timely fashion. I wanted
to have the model in place for this summer's activities which
had Calgary representing the RCN at RIMPAC in Hawaii,
from which I just returned. As luck would have it, I was
finished a little early, just in time for a visit from the Lieutenant
Governor of British Columbia the Honorable Judith Guichon
(pictured on the right shaking my hand). She was with the
ship for a week, during which time we visited many
communities in Northern BC, a very rewarding experience
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THE LAST WORD
Behind the scenes while the ship is closed for the season plans are underway for Battle of the Atlantic 2015 commemorating
the 70th anniversary of the end of the war at sea. In addition to our regular ceremonies we are very pleased to be offering new
events throughout Battle of the Atlantic Week. To help us with our arrangements please let us know if you are planning to
attend.

BATTLE OF ATLANTIC 2015 EVENTS
Saturday, 25 April

South shore visit: Camp Norway: Lunenburg, ADPNA memorial: Chester.
Admiral Desmond Piers Naval Association Battle of the Atlantic Dinner,
Bridgewater $25 pp

Monday, 27 April

Tbc Blessing and Launch of Sackville II, Public Gardens n/c

Tuesday 28 April

Battle of the Atlantic Concert, Spatz Theatre, Halifax, $10.
Tickets on sale : execdir@canadasnavalmemorial.ca

Thursday, 30 April

Battle of the Atlantic Dinner CFB Halifax, Officers’ Mess

Friday 1 May

Battle of the Atlantic Dinner onboard or Shearwater Aviation Museum tbd

Saturday 2 May

Merchant Navy BOA ceremony, Maritime Museum of the Atlantic
Tbc Meet and Greet – Old Triangle Ale House, Charitable Irish Society

Sunday 3 May

Battle of the Atlantic at-sea ceremony
BOA ceremony at RCNA Peregrine tbc

Please email: pr@canadasnavalmemorial.ca for further information on any of these events.
In the early stages of the Battle of the Atlantic, more Allied
merchant ships were being destroyed by U-Boats than were
being built. Even though the Allies gained the upper hand in
mid-1943, U-Boats continued to sink ships until the end of
the war. Below, the corvette HMCS Fennel rescues survivors
from the minesweeper HMCS Clayoquot, torpedoed by U806 near Halifax on 24 December 1944. On the right, the painting Passing by Canadian Naval War Artist Harold Beament
showing eleven exhausted sailors from a recently torpedoed
merchant vessel trying to signal through the fog to a fastmoving ship that seems to be passing them by.
Passing, Harold Beament. Beaverbrook Collection of War Art CWM
19710261-1042

Library and Archives Canada, pa-134342
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